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how most life on earth is dependent on fungi – including you
Yes: An ocean planet. A team of researchers found evidence “We know that
these minerals are all essential for the emergence of life,” she added. “It’s
really kind of a smoking

life on an ocean planet
That theory is "panspermia." It holds that life first arose in space and that
planets in the solar system were "seeded" with microbes carried across the
cosmos by dust, meteors and debris. "Panspermia

study: dwarf planet ceres is an ocean world
Grant Deane is a research oceanographer at Scripps Institution of
Oceanography at UC San Diego. He received his bachelor’s degree in
physics from the University of Auckland in New Zealand in 1982 and

the fungus on mars and the man who thinks he found life on other
planets
There are many reasons why we should protect the ocean. First of all,
simply because the ocean is our planet's main life-support system. None of
us could be here on this planet today if we didn't have

a scientist's life: grant deane
Eleven Nobel laureates and 18 other distinguished scientists and experts
today issued a call for all countries to “reinvent our relationship with planet
Earth” and take meaningful action to protect

'the ocean is our life-support system': kerstin forsberg on why we
must protect our seas
Asteroid strikes, supernovae blasts and other calamities could take out
humanity. But no matter what, a cataclysmic event 1 billion years from now
will rob the planet of oxygen, wiping out life.

nobel prize winners demand climate action for ‘survival of all life’
With a PhD in Marine Mammal research from the University of Western
Australia and a Masters in Biology from the University of Oxford, England,
Dr Asha de V

how will life on earth end?
Two blue dots on one blue planet, gradients of ocean and sky between us.
We’re both still here, and I am grateful. — Anaïs La Rocca

iflscience meets: dr asha de vos on inspiring love for the ocean and
upending "parachute science"
In partnership with The Sylvia Earle Alliance / Mission Blue, A.R. Thane
Ritchie announces the launch of Project Ocean Conservation, a public
awareness campaign focused on the health of the ocean.

tiny love stories: ‘two blue dots on one blue planet’
Prince Albert I of Monaco devoted himself to the ocean. His great-greatgrandson has carried on the tradition.
how tiny monaco became a giant in ocean conservation
Deep-sea volcanoes might have been instrumental in harboring and
dispersing the earliest forms of life.

a.r. thane ritchie joins dr. sylvia earle and mission blue in ocean
conservation initiative
WESTCHESTER, N.Y.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Plastic waste can have a lasting
impact, in fact, it is predicted that we will have more plastic than sea life in
the ocean love of the planet stemming

underwater volcano megaplumes may carry hardy creatures across
the ocean
On land, the highest mountains reach up to the sky and their slopes are
blanketed with cloud. In the ocean, the tallest peaks stretch towards the
surface and their sides are swathed in plankton.

sodastream teams up with pangeaseed foundation to raise awareness
for ocean life conservation to celebrate earth month
Overhauling how you live your life in honor of a positive change for the
planet. How’s that for a sustainable (squared) change? Here’s how ZenWTR
is putting ocean-bound plastic to good

deep-sea mountains: earth’s unexplored ecosystems that are teeming
with life
This idea is known as panspermia, and it carries a profound implication: Life
on Earth may not have originated on our planet. In theory, panspermia is
fairly simple. Astronomers know that impacts from

what you need to know about ocean-bound plastic, and the ecofriendly brand on a mission to make good use of it
When scientists talk about ocean stability, they refer to how much the
different layers of the sea mix with each other. A recent study analysed over
a million samples and found that, over the past

did life on earth come from outer space?
As the most abundant biological entities on the planet, viruses significantly
influence the overall functioning of marine ecosystems. The abundance,
distribution, and biodiversity of viral communities

the ocean is becoming more stable - and that may not be a good
thing
Schools across England are being invited to use the Environment Agency’s
resource pack ahead of World Ocean Day on 8 June

diversity and distribution of viruses inhabiting the deepest ocean on
earth
The team said images taken by Mars satellites show evidence of eruptions in
the past 50,000 years, in the Elysium Planitia region, about 1,000 miles
from NASA's InSight.

ea launches world ocean day resources for schools
The ocean contains 96 percent of the water on Earth and serves as the
foundation for and ultimate source of all life on the planet as well as the
primary regulator of our global climate system.

volcanoes on mars could be geologically active - raising the
possibility microbes lived on the red planet as recently as 30,000
years ago, study reveals
As it happens, the Canadian Shield, on which the Kidd mine is located, in
the past used to form an ocean the Red Planet. This hypothesis provides an
impetus for missions like Perseverance, which

the ocean can no longer be a climate victim
The NOAA Planet Stewards very existence of life on Earth. Legendary
marine scientist Sylvia Earle portrays a planet teetering on the brink of
irreversible environmental crisis. In recent decades
noaa planet stewards
On land, the highest mountains reach up to the sky and their slopes are
blanketed with cloud. In the ocean, the tallest peaks stretch towards the
surface and their sides are swathed in plankton.

explained: why finding the ‘oldest water on earth’ matters in the
quest for life on mars
The Earth could have been called Planet Ocean. In fact, oceans are our
planet’s largest life support system. About 70% of the planet’s surface is
covered by water, and 97% of this water is

world - deep-sea mountains: earth’s unexplored ecosystems that are
teeming with life
Without our ocean, this planet would already be too hot to support human
life. The ocean has removed about one-quarter of our carbon dioxide
emissions. Key to these life-sustaining activities is o

planet ocean: why is the blue economy so important?
In this extract from In Search of Mycotopia, Doug Bierend explains how
fungi are essential to all life on Earth.
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Despite the fact that the ocean covers approximately 70% of Earth’s surface
and plays a critical role in supporting life on our planet, from the air we
breathe and the food we eat to weather and

stop separating climate policy from ocean policy
there are environments in which life can flourish even without sunlight. On
our planet, these ecosystems can be found in deep caves or at the bottom of
the ocean around thermal vents. Researchers

why do we explore the ocean?
A new, peer-reviewed study by scientists at the Center for Biological
Diversity, Friends of the Earth and the University of Maryland shows
pesticides can devastate soil life.

mars subsurface holds potential for microbial life, study suggests
David Attenborough: A Life on Our Planet (2020) Our Planet (2019 Mission
Blue (2014) A Plastic Ocean (2016) Before the Flood (2016) The Ivory Game
(2016)

help save the life in our soil
“From sea turtles to whales, plastic pollution is wreaking havoc on ocean
life through ingestion No need to shoulder the burden of protecting our
planet all by yourself.

the 15 best nature documentaries, according to fans and critics
That could mean imagining life as we don’t know it. There are things that
are alien to us right here on Earth. Microbes that eat rocks and methane
actually exist, and some bacteria at the most ancient

15 brilliant products made from recycled ocean plastics
The Foreign Affairs Minister of New Zealand, Nanaia Mahuta, said: "We
know that ocean acidification has serious consequences for sea life the
entire planet -- we must also realise that

forget oxygen - scientists think stranger substances could be signs of
life
UNITED NATIONS, April 21 (Xinhua) -- United Nations Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres on Wednesday called for efforts to transform mankind's
relationship with nature and protect the ocean, the life

handbook to help commonwealth nations tackle ocean acidification
The oceans cover 71% of our planet and sustain life on Earth. In the upper
100 meters and the human microbiome (“gut flora”), ocean health is largely
controlled by its bacterial inhabitants.

un chief calls for efforts to improve human relationship with nature,
ocean
But the consequences for the planet of humanity’s ignorance about how
microbial life is changing is also unclear, the study finds. About 90% of the
ocean’s total weight of organisms is

like the ocean’s ‘gut flora’: we sailed from antarctica to the equator
to learn how bacteria affect ocean health
It takes the very serious issue of the devastating impact of industrial
fisheries on life in across the planet, from Hawaii to Australia. This film
teaches viewers that the ocean’s entire

microbes are ‘unknown unknowns’ despite being vital to all life, says
study
“That’s for a part of the planet that feeds two billion discovered his next
calling: deep-ocean exploration. “The oceans are acutely connected to life
on Earth, but 90 percent of the

3 documentaries to watch instead of ‘seaspiracy’
The Center's mantra is that "the sea turtle tells us the health of the ocean
and the ocean tells its business model to benefit marine life and the planet.
"Consideration of the environment

meet the ocean activists using their own money to study the seas and
combat climate change
They would have spread around the planet, then rained down For years
scientists have known that the deep ocean lacked oxygen in the late
Permian. But most life is concentrated in shallow

equity lifestyle properties and loggerhead marinelife center unveil
multi-year partnership on earth day
Did Caddick take her own life from the cliffs near her home hidden ocean
highways that connect every part of the planet. Ocean currents are found at
both the ocean’s surface and in deep

the permian extinction—when life nearly came to an end
Pinning down when our planet’s land emerged could help us understand the
conditions in which primitive life began. Today, new oceanic crust rises at
mid-ocean ridges where tectonic plates drift

doritos, duckies and disembodied feet: how tragedy and luck reveals
the ocean’s hidden highways
The oceans cover 71% of our planet and sustain life on Earth. In the upper
100 meters and the human microbiome (“gut flora”), ocean health is largely
controlled by its bacterial inhabitants.

earth’s land may have formed 500 million years earlier than we
thought
The Environment Agency has launched new resources, looking at plastic
pollution, to help schools take part in World Ocean Day (WOD) on 8 June.

here’s how bacteria impacts ocean health much like how your gut
flora impacts yours
The false-colour image shows colder areas in blue – so there’s not actually a
huge ocean on the Martian on the surface of the planet. The impact may
have allowed life to briefly flourish

environment agency launches world ocean day resources for schools
Our planet's worst mass if the history of life on Earth were compressed into
a single year and the end-Permian extinction killed 95% of the ocean's
animals in a matter of 14 minutes, the
earth's biggest mass extinction took ten times longer on land than in
the water
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